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1. Assignment comments
 Difficulty of the assignment is average. The project aims at design of an application based on a GUI framework,

multimedia library and an algorithm for video tracking. Purpose of the application is anonymization of video records.
The thesis is related to the MV CR project solved at FIT.

2. Literature usage
 Student looked information sources up himself and used it correctly with regard to the topic of the thesis.
3. Assignment activity, consultation, communication
 Student was consulting every step of the development of the application. However, consultation of the text part of

the thesis was not sufficient, especially because of the late start of work on the text, which resulted in a full list of
recommendations not integrated into the final version of the project.

4. Assignment finalisation
 The application was finished well in advance. Alas, the textual part of the thesis was delayed because of various

reasons including health issues. This led to an increased activity at the end.
5. Publications, awards
 None known to me.
6. Total assessment very good (B)
 The thesis is written in English, which is praiseworthy. The textual part contains some issues caused by late

finishing. Nonetheless, the application is very well designed. It is developed in C++ with the Qt framework
integrating FFMPEG multimedia library and an algorithm for video tracking. All stated goals of the application were
successfully fulfilled and the result is usable as a final product for end users. It has been developed within scope of
a project solved at FIT.
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